
Dear Parents and Carers,

We are half way through our first term, I can’t quite believe that! The children have

settled very well in to Year One and have very quickly picked up the routines and

are enjoying the new subjects we now do.

English

In English this week we have continued with our learning based on the story ‘What

the Ladybird Heard’ by Julia Donaldson. First, the children had a message from the

ladybird saying that all the animals forgot what sounds they usually make! We sang

the song ‘Old Macdonald Had a Farm’ to help remind ourselves of the different

animal noises. We then wrote sentences using colourful semantics. Colourful

semantics helps us to write well structured sentences which are colour coded.

Using the pictures below, using the ‘who’ and ‘what doing’ elements, the first

sentence would be ‘The cow went moo’. To extend our sentences we add the

‘where’. The second sentence would then be, ‘The cow went moo in the field.’

Maths

In Maths this week we have been learning to represent amounts. The children

needed to count an amount of objects and then draw the counters to match the

amount on a ten frame. We then moved on to counting forward. We had number

lines with some numbers missing, we had to work out and write the missing numbers.

We have also started to read and write the numbers in words. This was a little tricky

but with practice the children will pick this up quickly. Maybe you could play a

game at home where the children have to match the numerals to the correct word.



Couple of things

Reading – Thank you for your continual support reading with the children at

home. We do not expect your children to read a whole book every night, maybe

a couple of pages or more at least 3-4 times a week and discuss this with the

adult. If you have any questions in how you can support your child’s reading,

please feel free to ask.

Woodland Learning – Next Monday is our first Woodland Learning session in Year

One with Mrs Spackman. Please can all children come to school in the woodland

learning clothes along with their school uniform and spare socks, underwear and

towels. We are looking forward to our first session.

Spellings - From next week, our spellings quiz will be on a Thursday. The spellings 

books will be sent home with your children on Friday. Please send them back in as 

soon as possible. There will be two groups for spellings now, to support the needs 

of all the children,  Team A and Team B. Please check the front of their spelling  

book to find out which group they are in. If you think they need to be in the other 

group please let me know. 

Stars of the Week and Bright Spark

Congratulations to Eli and Tommy for being the Year One Stars of the Week and

Emma for being our Bright Spark! Well done! ☺

We hope you have a lovely and safe weekend, see you all next week!

Mrs Irvine, Mrs Spackman, Mrs Robinson, Mrs Gibbs and Mrs Brown

Geography

In Geography we have been learning about the Seaside. Last week

we looked at the map of the United Kingdom and discussed where the

seaside would be. This week we looked at one specific Seaside town

and looked carefully and the photos and what we could see. We

found things such as a lighthouse, pier, sand, ocean, boats, fish and

chip shops and arcades.



Spellings

The children were fantastic last week for their first ever

spelling quiz! The children see the quiz as a challenge and all

we expect of them is to try their best. Here are this week's

spellings. They are now in 2 groups – please check the front of

your child’s reading record for their group. Please speak to

me if you have any questions ☺

Team A

hunt

sing

buzz

push

jump

bang

Team B

cat

hat

sat

map

lap

tap


